Choosing One's Ancestors
by SOLLY ZUCKERMAN

My theme has two beginnings. One relates to the remote
ancestry of the Mammalian Order of which man is a
member. The other concerns my own ancestral relationship to the subject about which I write.
First, a very brief outline of the Order of Primates. Like all
other Mammalian Orders, the one to which we belong
emerged some 70 million years ago at the start of the
geological epoch known as the Eocene. I t soon diffcrentiated into two sub-orders, of which the first and more
ancestral was the Prosimii. This is represented today by
the lemuriform lemurs of Madagascar, the lorisifom
lemurs of Africa and parts of the Orient, together with the
spectral tarsier of the East Indies and the Philippines and
perhaps the tree shrews. The second sub-order was the
Anthropoidea, which today consists of the gibbons and the
three grcat apes, as well as the monkeys of the Old and
New Worlds. Man is also one of its members. However
isolated the geographical area or arcas in which our species
Norno sapiens may have evolved, wc are the only primate
which today lives in all habitable parts of our planetand sometimes even in parts which are not habitable.
The particular division of the Anthropoidea to which we,
and the apes, belong, and in which all related fossil forrns
are classified, is called the Hominoidea. A fragmentary
series of fossils allows us to track the history of this whole
group back some 30 million ycars into the Oligocene,
and that of indisputably human forms back about half
a million years.
In theory animals are classified by evaluating resemblances
and differences in the largest possible number of their
structural and functional characters, and not by reference
to some preconceived view of thcir evolutionary relationships. There is, however, a vast difference between theory
and practice; for while the number of characters which
could be evaluated in living animals is theoretically almost
unlimited, in practice the number that is considered is
relatively few. Taxonomists and systematists proceed on
the assumption that characters are correlated, and that
relatively few are needed to establish the "character
complex" of a species.
The gulf between theory and practice does, however, lead
to a confusion of the two needs of describing and
diagnosing a species. Describing still implics the consideration of as many characters as possible. Diagnosis can
often be adequately based on a very small number, whose
value as diagnostic features would be simply that they are
adequate for the purpose of diagnosis. But this does not

endow the features concerned with any particular merit
in the determination of evolutionary relations.
So much for onc of my beginnings. The other relates to my
own professional interest in the subject of human
evolution. This goes back almost 50 years to a time when
the human fossil rccord was mainly limited to a few
specimens of Neanderthal man, those beetle-browed,
allegedly stooping cavemen who lived in various parts of
Europe in its last glacial phases-and who have since been
found in other parts of the world. There were also the
ape-man Pithecanthropus of Java, and a fossil type known
as Piltdown man, after the name of the Sussex village
near which it had been unearthed. At the time about which
I am speaking, fossil apes were essentially limited to a
few remnants, clearly ape-like, most of which had been
assigned to thc genus Dryopithccu.s-the ape of the forests.
But living as I was in South Africa, there were also some
black races which were regarded as primitive, and of
which at least one. the Bushman, was referred to as a
living fossil. Bushmen still cxist, but in much fewer
numbers than when I was a boy. And then, just hefore I
left South Africa, the picture was abruptly transformed
by the rccovery of the skull of a young ape-like creature
in the 'Taungs limestone quarry in what is now Botswana.
This fossil was immediately proclaimed to be the so-called
missing link between apes and man for which people had
been searching. It was christened Awtralopilhec-~IP
africunrrs, an unauthorized confusion of Latin and Greek.

,411 this was more than enough to stimulate the imagjnation, and I must confess that but for an accident I might
have become a professional speculator in the wares of
physical anthropology, as opposed to having become, over
the yearc, a prnfcq5innal ~keptica t ~ dcritic or, let me say.
an anthropological agnostic.
1 had already cmbarketl on srmc research i n t n t l ~ e
comparative rrn;ltomv of apes and monkeys and I must
have been one of the first of those who had ever studied
the skulls of monkeys and apes who was alluured to handle
thc original Australopithecine skull. That was toward thc
end nf 1925. rrzheu the newly appointed professor of
anatonly in South Africa's second medical school,
Raymond Dart, visited Cape Town and took the opportunity of discussing the Taungs skull with his opposite
number, Profcqsor M. R. Drennan, who was the first
professional anatomist to work in the country. I can still
recall my astonishment when, as 1 was sitting at Iny hench
chipping bits of limestone from a fossil baboon skull. 1

An anthropological agnostic reflects
on the subjective and arbitrary nature
of the recognition of an ancestor
was shown the skull of a young gorilla-at the time one of
of at most two or three skulls of young apes available for
study in Cape Town-and asked whether it was the skuU
of a chimpanzee or gorilla. I found it remarkable that
while Professor Dart had no difficulty in diagnosing that
the ape-like young Australopithecus was a unique creature
totally different from the family of existing apes, and that
it was in the direct line of human descent, he could be
uncertain about what to call the skull of one of the
extant apes.
That was my first real introduction to the presumed
techniques--or methods of revelation-used in the study
of fossil primates. It was something of a shock.
Soon after I had moved to London as a medical student, I
came under the influence of both Grafton Elliot Smith
and Arthur Keith, then the two leading British authorities
on the subject of the ancestry of man. Neither was much
impressed by the extravagant claims which Dart was
making about his missing link. Thus in 1931, Keith, after
a careful analysis, dismissedDart's claims; but in 1949 he
qualified this judgment and wrote, in deference to the
views of his old friend Dr. Robert Broom, who had
entered the fray on Dart's side, that whereas he, Keith,
differed from Broom about the matter of the evolutionary
separation of the Australopithecines from the living apes,
he was ready to concede that "of all the fossil forms
known to us, the Australopithecines are the nearest kin to
man." Broom's view, however, was that the common
ancestor of both had already separated in the Pliocene
from the line which led both to the great apes of today and
to related extinct fossil forms. T o him Ausfralopith~cus
was one of man's lineal ancestors.
Elliott Smith, who was a far more distinguished and
critical scientist than Keith, was Dart's mentor; but
although he probably wished to lend him his support, he
knew that at that time Dart was no expert in the
comparative osteology of the primates, so that in spite of
all Dart's efforts at persuasion, he refused to give his
support to this one of his disciples.
On the other hand, he had already lent all the weight of
his authority to the claims of Davidson Black, also a
former member of his school, who had become responsible
for the first official description of the newly discovered
Peking man, and who had declared that the Chinese fossil
differedsufficiently from Pithecanthropus, the J a v a a p e
man, as well as from Neanderthal man, to he placed in a
genus, Sinanihropzrs,of its own.
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Elliot Smith, like almost all other anthropologists,
accepted and proclaimed this view, but one day, in 1931,
he asked me to make an independent review of the subject
for a lecture to be given at the Royal Anthropological
Institute. I accepted the invitation, hut soon found that
in their metrical characters-the fossils all looked fairly
similar to the naked eye--there were fewer differences
between those Sinanthropus remains which were then
available and certain Neanderthal skulls, than there were
in the whole group of skulls that were classified as Homo
neanclerthalensis. Nor were there any significant dimensional differences between Shnthropus and Pithecanthropus.
Since it was known that the Neanderthal specimens,
although widely separated from each other both geogaphically and in time, were n o more variable than a
sample drawn from a homogeneous population of contemporary man, it was clear that something was wrong.
Unequal significance had obviously been attached to the
peculiarities of all these fossil men, and I therefore felt
that one either had to include Peking and Java man in the
same genus, or revise the classification of all extinct
human fossils. That seemed preferable, so I suggested

that we should subdivide the Family Hominidae, to which
both fossil and living men belong, into the two subfamilies, Palaeanthropidac and Neanthropidae4nto the
latter of which modern man would fit. Elliot Smith
immediately abandoned his previous view and accepted
this conclusion and, in due course, so far as I am aware,
so did other students of the subject. The terms I proposed
are no longer used, but to some extent they are implicit in
the two that are-Homo erectus and Homo sapiens.
Once again the subjective and arbitrary nature of the
recognition of an ancestor had been driven home to mebut I must confess, this time with hardly any surprise. The
more I became aware of the personalities engaged in thc
subject, the less the subject seemed to be a sciencc than
a free-for-all in speculation. When, therefore, the Piltdown
story blew up as it did, I was again not surprisedalthough 1 still may be when its final chapter comes to be
written, if ever it is.
Let me recall the bare outline of the story. Over a period
of a few years beginning in 1908, some pieces of a brain
case, a piece of jaw, and a lower canine tooth were
found by three different sets of men in a gravel pit near
Piltdown in the County of Sussex in England. When fitted
together, and reconstructed, the cranial fragments were
clearly human-whichever of nine opposing reconstructions one considered; to some, however, the jaw and tooth
seemed to be those of an ape and not a man. Arguments
became shrill. Most of the world's authorities, including
men like Alex Hrdlicka, then the leading physical anthropologist in the USA, and Elliot Smith and Arthur Keith in
England, were convinced that the skull and jaw came
from the same individual, and that the ape-like appearances of the jaw and tooth were, in fact, illusory. Only a
few took the contrary view.
Then in 1935 a dental surgeon named Marston discovered
another and indubitably human fossil skull, now known
as the Swanscombe skull, after the name of the village in
Kent near which it was found, and hic: auapicionq hecame
aroused about the Piltdown specimen. He was convinced
that the jaw was that of a chimpanzee. Other people's
interest was then stirred, and it was decided to use the
flcrorine test tc) see if the j a b and sk.ull were of thc same
age-the ffuorine content of bone increases with geological
age. It soon became apparent from this and other tests
carried out later that the Piltdown jaw, tooth, and skull
did not belong to the same individual. All had been
planted, and thc whole thing was a deliberate hoax.

I seem to have been thc only person who in public
comment at the time was far less interestcd in the fraud
itself than in the fact that it showed that the most
distinguished anatomists and primate palaeontologists were
unable to diagnose, by reference to so-called anatomical

criteria, what was human and what was ape-like. This
brings me back to Australopithecus.
The key persons in this story after Dart were Broom and
Le Gros Clark. I say key persons because, as I think I
have shown, the assessment of fossil remains which might
bear on human ancestry has depended up to now far less
on science than on advocacy and authority and on
ex cathedra statement. One reads time and time again in
the literature of the subject that this or that must be so
because more people believe that it is than do not.
Scientific truth has, however, nevcr depended on a counting of heads!
Broom was the only South African scientist of any
africanus was
renown at the time Az~slralopithec~ts
unearthed. He was a Scot by birth and, after graduating
in medicine from Glasgow, had emigrated. first to
Australia, and then to South Africa, where he built up
a considerable reputation as a palaentologist. He was a
man of colossal energy, and soon became the leading
authority in the world on Triassic mammal-like reptiles,
for the coIlection and study of which he was prepared to
sacrificc anything and everything. Sometimes he practiced

Scientific truth has never depended
on a counting of heads
as a country doctor, sometimes he served as a professor,
sometimes he was a dealer in fossils; but whatever he did,
his main concern was palaeontology. H e was a man of
firm belief and considerable character. At one point in his
intermittent career as a general practitioner he had taken
up the job of medical oficer for two gold mines. That was
in 1909. Within three months of making his home in what
was then the township of Springs on the East Rand, he
was mayol of the town and president of it< chcss a n d
revolver clubs!
Fossit reptiles were the central interest of the main part
of Broom's scientific life, but there waa no foasil about
which he via? not prepared to offer an opinion. He did a
certain amount of not very profound work on South
African fossil mammals. He had also entered the debate
about the significance of a fossil human skull found in a
place called Boskop about 150 miles frvrn Taungs. This
skull clearly falls into the range of modern man, but to
Broom (presumably because it was a fossil) it was a
primitive species of man for whom a separate species
-Homo capet~sis-had to be created.
Broom believed himself to be capable of recognizing
immediately whether a Eosqil which came into his hand?

was something he had seen before, or something he wished
to declare unique. He was what is known in the world of
taxonomy as a "splitter," the opposite of a "lumper," and
he loved inventing new species. He had a considerable
visual memory, and an ability to remember the detailed
characters of a particular specimen. But he was little
concerned with the degree of variation to which all species
are subject. There are some revealing passages in the
official biography written of him for the Royal Society of
Lundoi~by the lata Professor D. M. S. Watson. Onz is
worth quoting iq the light of what is to come. "As soon
as he had satisfied himself about the structure of a specimeu," wrote Walson, "he mclde a drawing of i t . . . . and
as sutures in Karroo skulls are commonly obscure and
not easy to follow, he inked them in, thus nearly ruining
the spccimcn by preventing any other person from forming
an unbiased opinion." No wonder Watson also writes
that in his later years Broom did not move with the timcs!
For Broom, who bclieved that physical evolution had come
to an end, and that modem man was the pinnacle of the
Lord's design, the Taungs and other Australopithecine
skulls which have been unearthed since 1924 were not
only a godsend, but-and this he stated in a personal
record he left-a godsend designed by Providence
personally for him.
With Elliot Smith's death, and the retirement of Arthur
Keith, the late Professor Le Gros Clark became the doyen
of British anatomy. His research interests were modeled
on those of Elliot Smith, and in addition to neuroanatomy,
they included primate phylogeny and human evolution.
At first Le Gros Clark was among those who were wary
of the claims that Dart and Broom were making about
the Australopithecines. But soon after the end of the
Second World War, he was persuaded by them-and I
believe by the late Dr. Leakey as well-to abandon his
earlier scepticism and to agree that the South African
Australopi thccine fossils wcre "early representatives
of the hominid line of evolution and quitc distinct from
the pongid (i.e., simian) line." As he put it, "The Australopithecinae conform very closely to theoretical postulates
for an intermediate stage of human evolution," and are
"exceedingly primitive representatives of the famiIy
which includes modem and extinct types of Man."
Largely owing to Le Gros Clark's support for the views
of Dart and Broom, the Australopithecine story soon
became part of textbook orthodoxy. Analyses which
pointed to a contrary view were either ignored or brushed
aside as uninformed and inaccurate. Clark had embarked
on a new mission and was unwilling to face or to answer the
results of studies which showed that the anatomical facts
about the Australopithecines were not always those
claimed for them.
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No one, not even the most ardent Australopithecine
addict, has suggested that the general appearance of the
Australopithecine skull is human-as opposed t o apelike. No specimen yet found has a cranial capacity even
as large as the largest recorded figure for one of the
living great apes. Several specimens-including Zinjanthropus-have sagittal and nuchal cranial crests of the
kind found in the great apes, and particularly in male
chimpanzees and gorillas.
The great Cuvier is reported to have said: "Give me
any bone of an animal, and by correlation I'll be able to
reconstruct the whole skeleton." The school of Australopithecinc: enthusiasts seemed to be saying: "We linow
what one of our ancestors should look like-give us any
bone, or bony fragment, and we'll be able to describe it
in such a way that it fits a picture of a skeleton which we
are certain was the frame of one of man's lineal ancestors.
And for good measure we will also tell you about its love
life-that is, if you want us to. Or how it lived, what its
birth weight was, and so on, and so on." As it has turned
out, however, the attempt to turn anatomical principles
inside out so as to uphold a preconceived phylogenetic
conclusion has proved to be as unnecessary as it was
unconvincing.
The three critical sets of change which transformed a
presumably simian into a human form have for generations been supposed to be the development of the brain,
associated with the continued elaboration of the visual,
tactile, and acoustic scnsory pathways, and with it of
speech and a conceptual language; the emancipation of
the forelimb, with the retention by the hand of many
primitive features, such as a fully opposable thumb; and
the assumption of an upright stance. I shall say nothing
further at this point about the brain of the Australopithecines, except to remark that their cercbral equipment was
even smaller than was previously claimed-and that was
small enough! Nor, because little that can be relied upon
has been either released or published on the subject, shall
I deal with the forelimb and the hand. Let me return to
the question of upright stance.
The suggestion that the Australopithecine creatures were,
in effect, small, pinhead but upright, men was first made,
as I have said, because of the assumption that the head
was balanced on the trunk as in man and not as in apes.
It was then backed up by reference to the apparently
human characteristics of the pelvic bones. Still later came
vague statements to the effect that the inference that the
Australopithecines walked and ran as we do was also
implied by the anatomical nature of certain limb bones.

I have alrcady spelt out in print why all these ex cathedra
pronouncements have to be rejected. In brief, the
cuntinzced o n page 22
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The subject seems to be
less than a science and
more of a free-for-all
in speculation

Australopithecine enthusiasts have
simply been focusing on features which
they regarded as human, and have disregarded others which might be more
simian? or which are neither human
nor simian. The most extensive and
detailed bio-mechanical and statistica1
analysis of the pelvic girdle of living
primates that has yet been carried out,
and which has only reccntly been published, showed that while the locomotor
pattern of Azutralopitht~cuscannot be
deduced with certainty, it must-because
of the almost certain lack of any powerful source of abduction of the hip--have
been significantly different from that
typical of man. In features relating to
weight bearing, the creature resembled
man rather than the sub-human prima.tes,
whereas in features relating to n~uscular
pull it was the other way ronnd. The
Iocomotor pattern of A ustrulopitl~ecu,~
was probably therefore ~~niqile,
since
in the whole complex of functionally
significant features, the pelvic girdle of
these creatures was markedly different
from all living primates-man included.
Also recent1y published is a study which
shows that many of the reconstnlctions
of Australopithecine fragments on
which students have based their work
incorporate major anatomical errors,
including the misidentification of the
midline in the fossil pelvic material.
It also now turns out that until recently
we have also been misled about the midsagittal line of the original Tar~ngsskull
it.;elF, A revised reconstruction of the
fossil by Holloway ( 1970), shows that
Ihe endocranial volume of the Taungs
skull is some 25 percent less than what
had been claimed hitherto, and that
previously published values of all the
S o ~ ~African
th
fossils were "highly overestimated." Even when highly overestimated, they still fell well within the
ranges for existing apes!
Mistakes in the diagnosis of the midline of hominid fossils have been made

before. One of the more celebrated concerned the Piltdown skull, and rcsulted
in an acrimonious dispute between
several distinguished anatomists of the
time. Another has recently come to
light in connection with thc mandiblc of
what is still dcscribed as the most ancient
of all hominid remains, a specimen
called Rarnapitheczts wickeri. which
was found by L. S. B. Leakey in Tanzania and which he hadclassified with
corresponding mandibular and n~axillary
remains found in Miocene deposits in
India. The basic reason for regarding
Ramnpithec~rsas more human than
ape-like was the belief that its dental
arcade was rounded as in man. A recent
and more careful reconstruction by
Walker and Andrews (1973) now shows
that a mistake was made about the midline of the specimen, and that when this
is corrected, the genera1 disposition of
the jaws is less parabolic than it is Ushaped, as it is in apes.
Almost more important than all this,
and indicating that the Australopithecines were probably on some kind of
sidcline in the story of human descent,
is the fact that some fossil remains have
recently been unearthed in East Rudolph
in Northern Tanzania from a deposit
which is estimated by radiometric and
palaeomagnetic determinations to be
nearly three million years old-two
million years older than anyone assumes
the limestone deposits were in which
previous Australopithecines were found.
The new finds included the fragments
of a skull and a complete left fenii~r.
The cranial fragments have lent themselves to what appears to be a fairly
uriclistorted reconstruction of a skull
which, while certainly not hurnan. is
equally less simian than any other
Australopithecine. The sides of the
cranial vault are not sloping, :ISin the
typical Australopithecine and ape. bi~t
more veflical, as in man. There is no
sagittal, and no indication of a nuchal,
crest. The endocranial capacity i~
estimated at 800 cc.. The a~icrciated
femur is said to have been prcdominantly human in character.
Enough has already been published
aboutthese finds to make me believe that
if this skull and the associated femoral
remains had been found 20 or 30 years
ago, few of the wrfters on the Australo-

pithecines would have wished to turn
anatomical sense inside out in order to
prove that these ape-like creatures were
men who had disguised themselves
with false cranial crests and other simian
characteristics in order to test our
anthropological faith. Whatever the new
skull turns out to be when proper1 y
studied, it has already proved the
E~~tility
of anatomists, and sometimes
amateur anatomists and journalists,
staking their reputations on a presumed
ability to recognize marginal hominid
characters in a mythical "total morphological pattern"-to
use 1.e Gros Clark's
phrase.
But, as the history of the subject has
shown time and time again, there will
never bc any dispassionate study if' it iy
merely based on so-called anatomicaI
judgment. Measurement and rtatistical
analysis havc to come into the assessment of marginal differences in the
shapc of corresponding bones. Happily,
the development of high-powered elcctronic computers has opened up the way
to methods of analysis which were
inconceivable even ten years ago.
When properly used-and this means
that the anatomist or physical anthropologist needs to be guided by a professional, even if he is hirnwlf mathematically minded-such techniques can
help significantly in checking anatomical
judgments.

I am certainly no professional, and in
these matters I-and this means my
students too-have alwavs insisted on
c.ollaboration with the best help available. But judging by some of what I
have been reading lately, thi\ Ic.;son ha$
not been learned by the majority of
anatomists now attcmptir~gto assess the
zignificancc of anatomical features
which can be defined ~netricallv.
This is not the only lesson which one
should bear in mind when one
approaches the problem of chnoging
one's ancestors. Another is that it is an
incredibly difficult choice. one so difficult that the sceptic could ju~tifiably
argue that it is not one which could ever
be part of a branch of science proper.
The problem is difficult not only when
one tries to delve into the remote past
of our Mammalian Order. It is equally
diffici~ltwhen one tries to unfathom the

relations of difterent races of man in a
piriod of, say, the past ten to fifty
thousand years, for which there is immeasurably more malerial available
for study than for the longer period
'kith which this paper deals. CavalliSforza, who has attempted t o make a
phylogenetic study of'human ethnic
group5 by genetic analysis associated
a i t h field studics of food-gatherers and
hunlcrs, anu who post~rlalcsthai the
b;.l~;lic: Lti. ;rgcnce bct wetn tvio populalioi~si ncredses with their separation in
I iiir,!, hcild, tlut theru clr? only thre1,ujor ethnic groIIps. C a r l ~ t o nCoon tries
lo pzrsuade us that modern man has a
poll phgletic origin-in his particufar
v'~riant01 the theory, the belief that
ltorr~nsapiens consists of five distinct
,ub-species (whites, mongols, australoids, and two kinds of black m e n ) , all
of which have descended independently
from different variants of the now
cvtinct human type lIotno vrecrirs which
liwd in Java and China some half a
million years ago. Buffon, Trnmanuel
Kant, Lamarck are among the many
who count as Carlcton Coon's illustrious
preclecessors. Hut most of what they
wrote on the subject, like much of what
n ~ o d e r nwriters have written, constitutes
no more than speculation, and some
provide the reader with light entertainment rather than serious ccience. I
ivniember one book, which first appeared
in 1924. under the titleof The Monqo1
in Our Midst, from the pen of a wellknown English physician of the day
named Dr. F. G . Crookshank, in which
it was forcefully and wittily argued
that the mongo1 and the orang-utan
share a common ancestor, the negro and
gorilla another, and what he called the
hlesopotamian Semite and the chimpanzee a third.
If, in spite of the help provided by
genetical, biochemical, and serological
analysis, we are unable to makc much
progress in the study of modern racial
relations, why shoi~ldw e pay all the
attention we d o t o speculations about
our remote past? Hundreds, perhaps
thousands of millions of members of the
Hominoidea must havc walked on earth
sincc the Mioccne. Of these, only a few
hundreds at most, distributed in various
parts of the globe over a time scale of
ten. twenty, thirty million years, have
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left us fossilized fragments of their
skeletons, and of these only a few not
so crushed and distorted, o r so fmgmcntary, as to allow of reasonable
reconstruction. I t stands to rcason that
only by chance co111dmore than a handful, if indeed any, b e in the direct line
01 human dcscent. Alternatively, we
could assume that all were, in which
case the whole concept of a single line
ot de,cc.ni b~culilesspurious. As Laylord Simpson has put it: "Much of the
rectilincarity of evolution is more a
produst of ~hc'tendency of the m i ~ l d sof
scientists to move in straight lincs than
of atendency for Nature t o d o so." A s
a n alternative hypothesis. we could
therefore suppose that there was some
radiating network of horninnids within
which one, two. or even Inore strains
became selected as creatures which were
going to dcvelop human characteristics,
and above all the capacity t o use a n
articulate language as a vehicle for both
real and abstract concepts. F o r that is
the crilical point. An upright, inarticulate pinhead like the mythical Ar~.rrralopitherus would not climb a? far o n any
evolutionary ladder to humanity a5 the
beetle-browed, slouching caveman of
the upper Palaeolithic of twenty to
thirty thousand years ago, who left us
those superb paintings in the caves of
Lascaux, and in southern Europe. Even
if mthcy walked o n all fours, those cavemen artists of the old stone agc woulcl
havc been superior to an upright
Azrstrnlopithecus, given there ever was
such a thing!

If any credibility is ever t o attach t o the
subject of human and simian palaeontology, we shall need t o be assured of
ccrtain vital conditions. First, there
should be no secrecy on the subject. If a
fossil is found it should not be hoarded
and studied in some ignorant isolation,
but disseminated t o serious students in
the form of photographs, measurements,
and accurate casts of the separate fragments-separate and not assembled in
somc total reconstruction which as often
as not proves inaccurate.
Second, t h e dating of the deposits in
which fossils are found, and of the fragments themselves, where this is possible,
should b e carried out by competent
people who have n o interest in the
answcrs, one way o r the other, but who

should also be able to give an objective
judgment about the contemporaneity of
relatively adjacent finds.
Third, the task of studying the fossils
should be entrusted t o people who know
both their anatomy, human and comparative, and who also know, o r arc
ready to learn, how t o use and analyzc
measurements, and how t o apply modern
method3 of aoalysis to stress confiyuralions. There must be an end, as it were,
to people who have nevcr been t o an a r t
gallery o r who have nevcr studied t h e
subject, telling us that a picture that
thcy happened t o buy for $5 in a junk
\hop is a Rembrandt.
Fourth, the work should be done by
people who know something about
populat~ongenetics and about rates of
evolutionary change in vertebrates a s a
whole.
And fifth. and lajt, it should be done
by people who start out knowing that
what has been left by chance in a fossil
deposit need not necessarily have any
significance whatever to thc story of our
human lineage.
Several years ago there was a chimpanzee in the London Zoo with a precumcd artistic bent, that painted
pictures-some of which were indeed
sold. But after the man who was then
curator of mammals left (he wa\ Idler
the author ot a popular hook called The
hTakrdApe), the zoo's chimpanzees went
back to their old degenerate ways as
avcs, and showed n o inkling of any
human artistic feeling. I sometimes have
a notion that when some modern
stuclents of the bohavinur of apes and
monkeys in the wild turn their backs
on their subjects, the animals may fail
t o live LIPto what is due t o be written
about them! Equally I realize that t h e
horninoid fossils that are already available will enjoy an even greater constancy than d o the living apcs, and that
perhaps they may still provide us with
an ancestor when what has so far been
written about them is largely forgotten.
It is salutary to think how much more
confusing the whole story would be if the
great apes of today were known only
from fragments of fossil bone, and if
we had had t o spec~tlateabout their
ancestral relationship t o us, as wcll a s
that of t h e Australopithecines!
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